MARTIN METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION
JOINT CITIZENS' ADVISORY COMMITTEE,
BICYCLE/PEDESTRIAN ADVISORY COMMITTEE AND
TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING
Blake Library, Armstrong Wing
2351 S. E. Monterey Road
Stuart, FL 34996
www.martinmpo.com
(772) 221-1498
Wednesday, April 8, 2015@ 1:30 pm
Minutes
1. CALL TO ORDER
Mr. Sam Amerson called the meeting to order at I :32 pm.

2. ROLLCALL
Members in Attendance:
Sheila Kurtz
Amy Eason
Stephen Driver
Albert Zilg
John Patteson
Dan Parz
Michael Houston
Joan Moore
Ken Natoli
Tom Dettloff
Julie Preast
Patrick McCallister
Hal Forslund
Ronald Shewmaker
Sam Amerson
Joe Capra, CAPTEC
Lisa Maack
Timothy Voelker
Terry Rauth
Robert Trout

Members Excused:
Saadia Tsaftarides
Craig Houdeshell
Cheryl Lenartiene
Jennifer F ierman Ex-Officio
Samantha Lovelady
Stuart Trent
George Stokus
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Mark Cocco
Kim Delaney

Members Absent
Trent Steel
Gary Coton
Edward Vossen
Staff in Attendance:
Beth Beltran, MPO Administrator
Bonnie Landry, Senior Planner
Margaret Brassard, Admin istrative Assistant II
Murriah Dekle, Planner II
Bolivar Gomez, Senior Associate Planner
Others Present:
William Roll, Kimley-Horn
Stewart Robe1tson, Kimley-Horn
Vikas Jain, T. Y. Lin
Franklin Whitson, representing self
Dan Hidea, FOOT
Ms. Patteson, representing self
Rick Gonzalez, First Transit
A quorum was present for this meeting.
3. APPROVE AGENDA
A motion to approve the agenda was made by Ms. Joan Moore and Mr. Dan
Parz provided the second to tbe motion. There were no objections, the motion
passed unanimously.
4. AGENDA ITEMS
A. FY2014/15-FY2018/19 TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT
PROGRAM (TIP) ADMINISTRATIVE MODIFICATION
Ms. Beltran advised that this administrative modification to the current
Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) is a housekeeping-type item that
was requested by the Florida Department of Transportation (FOOT). She said
that these changes will allow for the reduction of the Baker Road Sidewalk
improvements from .653 miles to .639 miles, and to correct NW Savannah Road
to NE Savannah Road. These changes will effectuate concurrency with the
State's Transpo1tation Improvement Program (STJP).
A motion was made by Mr. Dan Parz which was seconded by Ms. Julie
Preast. Seeing no objections the motion passed unanimously.
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B. TITLE VI AND OTHER NONDISCRIMINATION POLICY AND PLAN
UPDATE
Ms. Bonnie Landry provided an overview of the Title VI Nondiscrimination
Policy which was established to prevent discrimination by government agencies
receiving Federa l funds. She stated that staff consulted with the Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA) to ensure that the current assurances were upto-date. She added that Mr. Carey Shepherd, Civil Rights Program, Coordinator
for the FHW A reviewed the document and confirmed that it is in o rder, so staff
is recommending approval of the update of this document. Ms. Julie Preast
motioned to approve the update to the Title VI and Other
Nondiscrimination Policy and Plan. Mr. Steven Driver inquired if any of these
funds are used to promote learning Eng lish. Ms. Landry said that it is not a part
of the Plan. Mr. Driver suggested since most signs are in English more should
be done to promote learning English. Ms. Landry clarified that it's not pait of
the requirements. Mr. Amerson confirmed that Mr. Garry Gierlicz is the person
that one would contact with a non-discrimination complaint. Ms . Landry
affirmed adding that it's a collaborative effort between the County and the MPO.
Ms. Joan Moore provided a second to the motion. The motion passed
unanimously.
C. FY 14/15 - FY 15/16 UNIFIED PLANNING WORK PROGRAM (UPWP)
AMENDMENT
Ms. Murriah Dekle stated that the current UPWP specifically describes the State
mandated Bicycle and Pedestrian Safety Action Plan (BPSAP) for this year. She
added that funds will have to be transferred within the UPWP, which will not
affect the overall totals. Ms. Dekle advised that $30,000 each will be transferred
from Task 5.2 Regional Coordination and Task 5.1 Administration to Task 5.10
Bicycle Pedestrian and Greenways Planning. She advised that these funds will be
used to contract a General Planning Consultant (GPC) who will develop the
BPSAP; the scope will be detailed in the next agenda item. Ms. Joan Moore
made a motion to approve the transfer of funds from the two tasks
mentioned and placed in 5.10 Bicycle, Pedestrian and Greenways. Mr. Al
Zilg commented that in the total column of Task 5.10 it indicates $45,000. Ms.
Dekle saw the error, thanked Mr. Zi lg for advising her and she will make that
correction.
Mr. Tom Dettloff gave a second.
The motion passed
unanimously.
D. BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN SAFETY ACTION PLAN -SCOPE OF
SERVICES
Ms. Dekle advised that the Bicycle and Pedestrian Safety Action Plan is a
mandated Plan through the Planning Emphasis Area (PEA) of the Florida
Department of Transportation (FOOT). Ms. Dekle advised that the scope of
work desired was included in the Agenda Package. She advised that the five Key
Work Tasks are: Analyze Existing Databases, Public Involvement, Identify
Project Locations for Improvements, Infrastructure Strategies, Implementation
and Funding Opportunities. Ms. Dekle went on with her presentation, noting that
a stakeho lders group wil l be established consisting of agencies such as Sewall 's
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Point, the City of Stuart, the Town of Jupiter Island and their respective law
enforcement agencies. Ms. Julie Preast stated that in the "Stakeholders Task 3"
the outreach organizations were listed and she is of the opinion that the
Community Redevelopment Areas (CRA) should be involved in this planning
process as they already have information and expe1tise regarding making the
communities walkable. Ms. Dekle said that they could specifically target the
CRAs. Mr. Ken Natoli stated that it was unclear as to the overall goal but
noticed major emphasis on crash hotspots not specifically safety in general. He
inquired if that was the purpose of the scope or if it should be the purpose. Mr.
Natoli suggested that the BPAC should be met with early in the planning
process. He suggested that the information be compared to the locations that rate
high in being safe with high pedestrian/cyclist volume. It may produce a
comprehensive comparison as to what creates a pedestrian/cyclist safe location,
in lieu of simply saying, "the corner of U. S. I and Kanner Highway is terrible. "
Mr. Natoli stated that many of the stakeholders should be County Planners and/or
Engineers. Ms. Dekle advised that a few volunteers have already committed.
Mr. Vikas Jain of T. Y. Lin responded to Mr. Natoli that he is the lead in this
project on behalf of the MPO. They will check out the land uses, in addition to
crash and hot spot analysis noting the helpful efforts of BPAC to date. He stated
that where there are more pedestrians there are more crashes, as is on A-1-A.
Through BPAC we will identify areas that are more represented, as it's not only
the hot spots that drive the locations for the improvements. He said that it will be
more systemic keeping in mind that it is a County wide plan. Mr. Jain sa id that
once location specific improvements are determined they should be general
enough for use in other locations using the example of common elements that
work on one six lane arterial or collector roadway may work on others as well.
He noted that this guidance could be very beneficial while making more analysis
easier.
Mr. Jain said that there are two additional safety components; the
strategies include education and training as well as land use which takes schoo ls
or other locations into consideration, as there could be design issues. Mr. Jain
clarified that the goals of the Plan are being required since it is a Planning
Emphasis Area (PEA) of FOOT and it is good practice to develop safety
performance measures throughout the State. Ms. Preast inquired as to the time
line for collection of historical data. Mr. Jain responded approximately five
years which is standard. Ms. Preast inquired if those from the schools are going
to be contacted as "education" was listed under Stakeholders. Ms. Dekle
responded that they can contact school s. Ms. Preast stated that she would also
require easy access to all public buildings. Mr. Jain advised that buildings are a
totally different area.
He said they will take into consideration of the
connections utilizing sidewalks, bicycle lanes or other access to the building not
the building specifically.
Mr. Patrick McCallister inquired as to what
information they hope to learn by studying all the crash analysis. He stated are
they seeking the number of crashes at which intersection, or the number of "Thone or rear" strikes? Mr. McCallister reflected upon his recent biking accident
that the Stuart Police noted information as to his reflective apparel and that he
was wearing a helmet. ls this information to learn about the cyclists getting hit,
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are they wearing protective gear or reflective apparel and if it can it be narrowed
down to age demographic or populations at risk. Ms. Dekle advised that all of
those factors are in the analytics data base, and every reported accident feeds into
thi s data base. Mr. Dettloff asked if tools utilized in other locations will be
considered such as "Sharrows" as he is of the opinion that Martin County doesn't
have any painted on its roadways. Ms. Dekle advised that "Sharrows" were
specifically listed in the BPAC too lbox and there are upwards of 50 pages of
tools for improvements. She stated that anything in the toolbox will be given
consideration. Ms. Eason inquired if this is the first time Mart in has developed
such a Plan to which M s. Dekle affirmed. Ms. Dekle advised that the intention
of the Plan is to create a framework for the community. Ms. Eason asked how
often the Plan would be renewed. Ms. Dekle said that has yet to be determined
as she is unsure if the State has a specific req uirement regarding the updates but
she will find out, get back to the committees with the answers and w ill
incorporate any comments the comm ittees have. Ms. Eason said that possibly in
the future of the too lbox " near misses" should be included not just the fatalities
as that too is important in showing areas of concern. Mr. Jain stated that
infonnation such as that will pro bably surface during the Stakeholder Groups as
they are the people who know the area well and w ill be capable to guide the
improvements in that direction as we will have to use the current data. Ms. Kurtz
inquired if res idential neig hborhoods are being considered in these "safety hot
spot areas". Ms. Dekle affirmed adding that land use aspects are being
cons idered as well. Mr. Houston suggests that other included groups should be
" Stuart Main Street", the Downtown Business Associations (OBA) as well as
bike shops. Ms. Dekle said that their involvement will be requested. Mr. A l Z ilg
asked if the bus routes within the County will that be addressed. He suggested
that this informati.on be included on Martin County Telev ision (MCTV) channel
20. M s. Dekle stated that this Plan does not identify any type of bus connections
but it could be looked into with Martin County Public Transit (MCPT) as they
have a representative in this committee. Mr. Robert Trout advised that all the
MCPT buses are capable of transporting two bicycles. Mr. Houston inquired if
the bus stops are sited for easy access to pedestrians hav ing to cross the street i.e.
are there mid-block bus stops without the benefit of a crosswalk. Mr. Trout
adv ised that MCPT is in process of re-organizing the bus stops to be Americans'
w ith Disabilities Act (ADA) accessible as well as near the crosswalks,
specifically on Kanner and U.S. I. Ms. Dekle advised that staff is seeking a
recommendation of approval to the MPO Board with comments.

Mr. Michael Houston made a motion to recommend the Bicycle and
Pedestrian Safety Action Plan Scope of Services to the MPO Board with
comments. Mr. Tom Dettloff provided a second. T he vote was called and
the motion passed unanimously.

E. 2040 LONG RANGE TRANSPORTATION PLAN (LRTP) DRAFT
GOALS & OBJECTIVES
Ms. Beltran introduced Mr. Stewart Robertson and Mr. William Roll from
K imley-Horn and Associates to present this item. She advised that they are the
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team currently developing the 2040 Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP).
Mr. Robertson advised that he was the consultant/Project Manager for the MPO
and was going to be presenting an update to the LRTP. He advised that Mr.
William Roll is the Task Manager for several tasks including the Goals and
Objectives. Mr. Robertson refreshed the memories of the committees that they
presented the Public Involvement Plan (PIP) po1tion of the LRTP in November
and have since begun to implement the PIP by engaging the community for their
input on the LRTP. Mr. Robertson informed the committee that this is an update
of the LRTP to the year 2040 to provide the 25 year planning horizon, adding
that the current 2035 P lan was adopted in 20 11. He stated that the LRTP is a
Federal requirement entitling the MPO to be able to receive Federal
transportation funds. Mr. Robe11son stated that the LRTP influences the projects
that go into the five-year Transpo1tation Improvement Program (TIP). He went
on to discuss the LRTP process and encouraged the committees to review the
website at www.Martin2040.com .
Mr. William Roll explained that MPOs and the State Transportation
Improvement Plan (STJP) must utilize a performance based Transportation Plan,
which will require the identification of specific performance measures as well as
specific targets which have to be met through the implementation of the Plan.
He said that the Goals and Objectives relate to both Federal Legislation that the
Plan is being developed under, Moving Ahead for Progress-in the Twenty-First
Century (MAP-21) as well as the goals in the 2060 F lorida Transportation Plan.
Next is that the performance measures relative to those identified, specific
objectives. Mr. Roll advised that specific policy guidance from the Federal
Highway Administration (FHW A) and the Florida Department of T ranspottation
(FOOT) relative to the performance measures and targets. Mov ing forward,
everything the MPO submits in the annual TIP they wil l have to demonstrate
how the projects in the T IP assist in the achievement of the Goals and Objectives
identified. Mr. Roll continued, discussing how the performance measures wi ll be
recurring along with the implementation of the Plan. Mr. Al Zil g asked if Goal 4
shou ld also include senior citizens. Mr. Roll stated that the emphasis is primarily
interested in the transportation disadvantaged population; currently it entails the
minority and low income populous. He added that Martin has a significant
senior population which is also very affluent in many areas, and an affluent
population doesn 't normally meet that criteria. Ms. Julie Preast said that the All
Aboard Florida (AAF) Project has been a major change since the last LRTP. She
asked if Martin wi ll be able to see how AAF w ill affect the local area when it
comes through in 20 17. Ms. Beltran advised that staff has held conversations
with the State and the consultants on this project. There is a possibility that there
wi ll be a component regarding the impacts of the AAF and increased freight
though the County. Mr. Ken Natoli said that the whole system is flawed. He
said that the consu ltants are dealing with the long range planning, but
transportation should be based o n land use, and at the very least they should be
considered together. He said developing an LRTP witho ut a goal or vision as to
"what the area wants to be" . He is of the opinion that without having the two
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together he does not see how obtaining something efficient would be possible.
Mr. Natoli said that Martin doesn 't have a "vision" so the consultants are
basically working within the framework which is problematic from the
beginning. Mr. Natoli stated that his input is that the first goal and its objectives
on the Goals and Objectives should be from the Bicycle Pedestrian Action Plan.
He said he will also provide it online. Mr. Natoli said that the Action Plan has a
vision which is important and would make this LRTP really say something. Mr.
Natoli mentioned that multimodal transportation was mentioned a lot but
reviewing the documents most of it relates to vehicles, how about evaluating
how much public transpo1tation is used, amount of walking or bicycling is done
as a perfonnance measure, that was not mentioned, but that would show how
much of these facilities Maitin is using as well as going a long way to evaluating
multimodal success. Mr. Roll stated that being a Bike/Ped Coordinator with an
MPO is how he began his career so he understands adding that it's difficult to
forecast the Bike/Ped usage 40 years in the future. He said he ' d love to place
l 00 miles in the plan and use that as a performance measure but knowing that
would be met with opposition, he is of the opinion that showing the financial
plan would be a better focus for the community as it results in specific
improvements. Mr. Tom Dettloff noted the impottance of tourism in this
location. He queried with the volume of tourists and their comfo11 level getting
around recreationally either on a bike, walking or by car in Martin County if it
would that be considered a performance indicator. Mr. Roll said that is covered
in many aspects. He said there are bicycle and pedestrian facilities specifically
identified under Goal I, but Objective " M" under Goal 1 is to prioritize
improvements and provide non-motorized access to recreational activities, which
addresses the item to which you are speaking. Ms. Preast advised of many years
in attendance at public meetings. She applauded the methods of interacting with
the public at these recent workshop meetings. Ms. Preast said that, "it was the
most fun she had ever had at participation" and commented on how well
attended. She said that the Firefly Group had done a superb job. No additional
questions were forthcoming. Staff was recommending approval on this item to
go to the MPO Policy Board.

Ms. Terry Rauth made a motion to approve the Long Range Transportation
Plan as presented. The motion was seconded by Ms. Joan Moore. There
was no opposition. The motion passed unanimously.
Ms. Beltran introduced a couple of new committee members. She said that Mr.
Robert Trout is a new employee at Martin County who works for the public
transit system and will represent them at the Technical Advisory Committee
(TAC) meetings, and Mr. Patrick McCallister is on the BPAC as appointed by
Commissioner Ed Fielding from District 2. A welcome was offered by the joint
committees.

5. COMMENTS FROM COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Ms. Julie Preast stated that this comes up frequently at the BPAC committee
meeting. She credited Mr. Dettloff and Mr. Natoli with regard to planning for
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projects, it's been noticed that often roads are constructed, plans are changed
eliminating sidewalks and bike lanes. Ms. Preast asked how BPAC can be involved
in this process earlier and prevent these eliminations from occurring. Ms. Terry
Rauth said that in the Board of County Commission (BOCC) Meeting yesterday a
project [Citrus Boulevard] that has been in FDOT's Work Program for a number of
years which was brought to the Board for execution was postponed with directions
to return to them on a later date due to the fact that the sales tax was not approved.
She said that the Board expressed frustrati on and a desire to fund maintenance of the
infrastructure and backlog. She stated that the Citrus Boulevard project, inclusive of
bike lanes, has a grant amount of $2.5 million with $830,000 being Martin ' s 25%
share. Ms. Rauth said that the Board is considering returning the g rant and using
that $830,000 to pave neighborhood roadways as they don ' t have funds to cover
them right now. M s. Rauth continued, stating that a funding source is the major
problem as the addition of bike lanes increases the roadway by ten feet of pavement,
noting that currently there aren't ample funds to resurface the roads let alone the
increased amount of pavement, so the bike lanes are frequently eliminated due to the
lack of funds . Ms. Preast thanked Ms. Rauth for the explanation. Mr. Dettloff said
that in February, the BPAC received a presentation on the SCOP criteria, with a
focus on evacuation routes and major arterials. He said that south Citrus Boulevard
was included and he anxiously awaits having a meeting to discuss this priority
because Cove Road wasn't on it, while South Citrus Boulevard is, having very little
activity. Ms. Rauth explained that Citrus Boulevard is in dire need of resurfacing
adding that BPAC' s li st did have Citrus Boulevard on it as a priority and it really
helps having the SCOP funds and paying 25% as opposed to the County paying
I 00%. Discussion continued, and Ms. Beltran mentioned that at a joint meeting the
Engineering Department staff can address questions about specific projects. She
stated as mentioned by Ms. Preast the difference from when BPAC first sees the
planning of t he project and how it evolves is what needs to be clarified. M s. Beltran
said that sometimes there are differences; the Willoughby bicycle lanes are a good
example when it went to construction there were no bicycle lanes, the joint meeting
would seem to be a forum to get some of your questions answered. Ms. Preast
directed this comment to Ms. Rauth saying that the BOCC's focus now is on
maintenance of the existing infrastructure. Ms. Rauth affirmed. Ms. Preast sa id
when those roads are in the preliminary stages of being resurfaced and there
currently are no sidewalks or bike lanes, will any priority be given to adding them?
Ms. Rauth said, "no" adding that the language on the referendum which failed
clarified that the obtained funds from the sales tax would only and specifically go to
restoration of the existing infrastructure, it did not include any extras like bike lanes
and sidewalks as the current backlog is approximately $229 million. Ms. Rauth
added that there are approximately 30 miles of pipes that are about 30 years o ld with
failures becom ing more frequent. At that life expectancy they need to be replaced
but this is infrastructure the public can 't see though it needs to be funded and
replaced. Mr. Steven Driver inquired if they consider the costs of replacing things
now rather than later. Ms. Rauth affirmed. Mr. Driver said that it's probably a
dramatic difference add ing that it will probably increase by 30%-40% in five years.
Ms. Rauth said it has been presented that way to the Board. She advised that when
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the Capital Improvement Program (CIP) is presented at the next meeting to the
BOCC is she is going to provide an example of the Parkwood neighborhood, where
multiple pipe sections have broken and they had to replace each section failure only
to have another. Mr. Sam Amerson inquired if they have considered an assessment
or a Municipal Sales Taxing Unit (MSTU) for some of the neighborhoods that are
clearly neighborhood roads as opposed to roads that would be more publicly used?
Ms. Rauth said those options have been considered. Mr. Michael Houston said if
this is the situation, and it continues for a couple of years, could a s ummary of what
this will mean to Martin be provided to the committees in the near future by e ither
Ms. Rauth or Ms. Beltran. He said it sounds like there won ' t be any new capital
projects for a whi le, or if they occur it will be very minor. He clarified that the
members can get confused between what's DOT money, what's matching or
separate from matching and what a 2040 Plan looks like without any money. Mr.
Houston is of the opinion that many people faced a challenge regarding the
referendum due to the lack of clarity. Mr. Rauth stated that they wanted to keep the
language very narrow and with that it was difficult to roust the support of the
diffe rent groups, possibly with broader language if it goes out again it may gain
greater supp01t.

6. COMMENTS FROM THE PUBLIC
Mr. Frank Whitson stated that he has been a resident of Poinciana Gardens in Hobe
Sound since the late 1980s. He remarked that since the late 90 's the area has grown
and traffic has increased. Mr. Whitson said since approximately 2000 there have
been many aggressive drivers on the road impeding access to U.S . 1 by the
Poinc iana Gardens residents. He said that they have twice unsuccessfully sought a
traffic light at Po inciana Gardens and U.S. 1. Mr. Whitson stated that FOOT said
that due to the traffic volume a light is not warranted. He said it is more than just
traffic volume; it's the spacing a nd the speeds of the vehicles heading south from
Seabranch Bo ulevard toward Jupiter. Mr. Whitson said that they no longer can turn
north from their intersection, so they must turn south, get into a " U-turn" lane and
turn to head north . He added that he and others have had to wait extreme ly long
periods of time in order to safely turn south on to U. S. 1 as well as to safely make
the U-turn to head north. Mr. Whitson said that the only way they w ill be able to
warrant a traffi c li ght is to have further development. He stated that several years
ago there was such a proposition having a ll traffic traverse in and out of Poinciana
Lane. The traffic engineer in the County at that time, Ms. Susan O ' Rourke noted in
her repott that a traffic li ght would be wa1Tanted; in that same report with literature
from FOOT, it was advised that a traffic light was not envisioned at thi s time. Mr.
Whitson said that Heritage Ridge, a community north of Poinciana Gardens, shared
the same concerns and difficulties making turns from al l directions in order to get
into their development and they received a traffic light. He advised that both
communities only have o ne paved way in a nd out. He is at a loss to understand why
hi s community has failed to receive a traffic light adding that the residents are tired
of having to deal w ith this situatio n daily. He requested that a reasona ble so lutio n to
this overwhe lming problem be forthcoming from FOOT.
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7. COMMENTS FROM FDOT
Ms. Lisa Maack advised that she will take Mr. Whitson' s comments to her office to
obtain the latest information regarding this situation.
8. COMMENTS FROM STAFF
Ms. Beltran advised that the BOCC approved the new Interlocal Agreement for the
Redesignation of the Ma1tin MPO on April 7, 20 15, approva ls were obtained from
the C ity of Stuart on February 9, 2015 and the Town of Sewall's Point on March 24,
2015. It will go to FOOT for final approval next.
9. NEXT MEETING
BPAC - May 11 , 2015 - Growth Management Conference Room @ 5:00 pm
TAC-May 4, 2015 - Martin County Admin. 4•h Floor Workshop Room @ 1:30 pm
CAC - May 6, 2015 - Growth Management Conference Room @ 9:00 am

to.ADJOURN
Mr. Ken Natoli made a motion to adjourn the meeting which was seconded by
Mr. Tom Dettloff. No objections were forthcoming. The meeting adjourned at
2:47 PM.
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